A Fair Trade Crossword

Utilize your basic knowledge of Fair Trade and Fair World Project's For a Better World issues 5 and 6 to complete this puzzle!
Across
4  Name of the cocoa cooperative that supplies Divine Chocolate
5  What is Fair Trade? Partnerships between _____ and buyers
10 Fair Trade certifiers agree on _____-term direct trading relationships
12 _____ are the purchase of vast tracts of land in developing countries by wealthier nations
13 Provider of organic cocoa beans from Peru
14 The first network of Fair Trade organizations in North America
15 FWP no longer recognizes _____ as a credible fair trade label
16 North America's first Fair Trade organization
19 Country home to Farmer Direct Co-op
20 FWP stands for _____
21 The founder of North America's first Fair Trade organization
22 The month of World Fair Trade Day
23 Country from where Divine Chocolate sources its cocoa
24 What is Fair Trade? Environmental _____
26 Fair Trade certifiers agree on traceability and _____
27 Name of the world's first Fair Trade Town
28 Provider of organic cotton from Peru
30 WTO stands for ______ Organization
32 The first Fair Trade cooperative in North America
33 America's first Fair Trade Town
36 Student organization: _____ Students for Fair Trade
37 Fair Trade certifiers agree on no _____ forced labor
39 The store that has stopped selling Hershey's Schärffen Berger chocolate
40 _____ announced it would source 100% 'certified' cocoa by 2020

Down
1 A 3rd party certifier, IMO's ______
2 Sweatshop-free factory in the Dominican Republic
3 Alaffia makes Fair Trade _____
5 The state where you can find the USA's first Fair Trade Town
6 The United Nations declared 2012 the International Year of the _____
7 A 'just economy' includes _____ apparel
8 Fair and sustainable palm oil is being developed by _____ in Ghana
9 World Fair Trade Day gives power to _____ farmers
11 Continent from where Divine Chocolate sources its cocoa
14 FLO stands for _____
17 Country home to the WaaXahKiKen Weaving Cooperative
18 A product that has inaccurate Fair Trade labeling is said to engage in _____
25 Country at the center of origin of corn
29 NAFTA is the North American ______ Agreement
31 Fair Trade certification for US-grown crops would have a _____ Fair Trade Certification
33 What is Fair Trade? _____ justice
34 The 2012 resolution that promotes the human rights of peasants and other people living in rural areas is the UN _____ Council
38 What is Fair Trade? Support of _____ in decision-making roles